We study an approximate solution of a slightly viscous conservation law in one dimension, constructed by two asymptotic expansions that are cut off after the third order terms. In the shock layer, an inner solution is valid and an outer solution is valid elsewhere.
Introduction.
Computations in one and two dimensions presented in, e.g., [1] , [3] , and [4] indicate that numerical solutions of conservation laws obtained by a higher order method degenerate in order of accuracy in space downstream of a shock layer.
Analysis of the source of the degeneracy have been made in, e.g., [1] , [2] , [4] , and [8] . In [2] and [8] we study the steady state solution of slightly viscous hyperbolic systems of conservation laws with a lower order term. We base our results on the existence of matched asymptotic expansions. In the shock layer, an inner solution is valid and an outer solution is valid elsewhere. The two solutions are matched together in the so-called matching region. However, in [2] and [8] , we do not prove that the asymptotic expansions exist.
In this report we consider u. + f{uE)x = euxxi ~°° < x < 00, t -0, where u£ 6 R™, / : R™ -> Rn, x e R, and e is small. We shall investigate how well the first two terms of an asymptotic expansion approximate the solution of (1) . With e = 0(h), h being the grid size in a calculation, (1) is a so-called model equation for a first order numerical scheme; see [13] . In this report we study an approximate solution of (1), Vs, constructed by the first three terms of the inner and the outer expansions, respectively. The first term in the outer solution is the solution of the inviscid system. Based on the stability results in [10] , we show that the difference between the approximate solution and the true solution is not larger than O 7 e (0.75,1). This means that the difference between the solution of (1) and the corresponding inviscid system is to leading order the next term in the outer expansion.
The result in [10] is for a traveling wave, corresponding to two constant states separated by a shock and moving with constant speed. To be able to use the stability result we have to assume initial data such that the solution is close to the traveling wave.
In [15] , the first terms in the expansions are used to analyze and eliminate the degeneracy to first order downstream of shocks observed in computations of time dependent solutions.
In [2] , [8] , and [15] , the viscosity coefficient is a function of x. A larger viscosity coefficient is switched on in the shock region and a smaller coefficient is switched on elsewhere. In this report we only consider a constant viscosity problem. Preliminary studies indicate that the inclusion of a variable viscosity coefficient seems to affect the analysis presented in this report in a minor way, although the stability analysis in [10] has to be extended.
The contents of this paper resemble the analysis presented in [6] . However, only weak shocks are considered in [6] . The results presented in this report hold for classical Lax shocks of arbitrary strength, under the assumption that a shock profile exists and is linearly stable.
Recently, results similar to those presented in this paper were shown by Rousset, [14] .
2. Statement of the Problem. In this section we state the problem and the assumptions. To begin with, consider the inviscid problem ut + f(u)x -o, -oo < x < 00, t > 0, . . u(:r,0) = 0o (a:)-Here, go{x) is a piecewise smooth function. Let f'(u) denote the Jacobian of the flux function. We assume that the eigenvalues of f'(u), denoted Aj, i = 1,2, ...,n, are real, distinct, and ordered in increasing order.
For the initial condition we make the following assumption. Assumption 2.1. The function go is smooth except at x = 0 and it is constant outside of a 0(l)-domain around the discontinuity; i.e., for some L,
We will consider the problem in some time interval, 0 < t < T. We make the following assumption about the solution:
9o(x) = APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS TO SLIGHTLY VISCOUS CONSERVATION LAWS 119 Assumption 2.2. The solution u(x,t) of Eq. (2) is a single shock solution up to time T. That is, u is smooth except at a point of discontinuity, x = s(t), traveling with speed s. There we require the solution to satisfy the Rankine-Hugoniot condition
Here [u] = u(s + 0) -u(s -0), where u(s ± 0) = lim^_o+ u(s ± 6). Also we assume that u+, u~, defined in Assumption 2.1 together with some so satisfies the Rankine-Hugoniot condition, (3).
We call the discontinuity a k-shock if it in addition satisfies the Lax entropy condition [12] ,^f
where A^ = Afc(u(s ±0)). This means that exactly n + 1 characteristics impinge on the shock. In this paper we only consider 1-shocks. Also, the matrix
is non-singular.
Here SfT are the eigenvectors of J+ corresponding to the eigenvalues A+,A+,...,A+.
Remark. For simplicity, 1-shocks are considered in this paper, since in a 1-shock, only one side of the shock is influenced by the first order error. For fc-shocks with k ^ l,n however, both sides of the shock are polluted. The analysis is the same for all values of k, but the notation becomes more troublesome for k ^ l,n.
For strong shocks there are no general results on the existence of viscous profiles. Therefore we make the following assumption. We assume there are no eigenvalues with Re/x > 0, /x ^ 0, and the dimension of the eigenspace connected with the eigenvalue fi = 0 is one. Clearly, <po will approach the end states exponentially fast and ipo and its derivatives will be uniformly bounded. Also, fx = 0 is an eigenvalue with corresponding eigenfunction ¥>o(-In Sec. 3 we introduce asymptotic expansions in the regions inside and outside the shock layer, respectively. Below we make assumptions for the initial conditions for the outer problem. We make Assumption 2.5. Initial condition for Eq. (1) in the outer region is 9£{x) = <to(z) + egi(x) + e2g2(x) + e3g3{x).
Here go is the inviscid initial condition. The functions gi, I = 1,2,3 are smooth except at x = 0 and are non-zero only on an 0(l)-domain around the shock. That is,
gi(x) = 0, \x\ >L,i= 1,2,3.
Also we assume that 115^ II -^2,1 ^ŵ here the point of discontinuity is excluded from the integral.
In the inner region the initial conditions will be given by the construction. See Sec. 4.
Asymptotic
Expansions.
In this section we introduce the asymptotic expansions in the regions inside and outside the shock layer, respectively.
Also, we derive the matching conditions valid in the matching regions. For a detailed presentation of matched asymptotic expansions, we refer to [7] and [11] .
Outside the shock region we assume that the solution of Eq. (1) can be expanded in powers of e as Ue(x, t) ~ Uq(x, t) + £U\(x, t) + £2U2(x, t) + ....
The terms in the expansion (7) are solutions of the following equations:
Here f"(u)(v, w) and f"'(u) (v, v, v) are quadratic and cubic terms in the Taylor expansion of f(u + v + w), respectively.
The initial data of (8) - (11) are
where g,, i = 0,1,2,3 are introduced in Assumption 2.5. By construction, for 0 < t < T,
Here denotes the jt.h eigenvalue of f'(u±), ordered in increasing order.
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In the shock region the solution is expanded as u£(x,t) ~ U0(U) + eUi(£,t) + e2U2(£,t) + ....
Here £ is the stretched variable £ = -+Xs(t,e),
where xs(t) = x0(t) + exi (t) + £2x2 (t) + ... (16) is the expansion of the perturbation in the shock position. The equations for different orders in e are
O(e):
Both expansions are valid in the matching regions and are connected by the so-called matching conditions. As £ -> ±oo, the inner solution shall approach values of the outer solution at x = s ± 0. The outer solution expressed in the variable £ is ue ~ m0(£^ + s(t) -exs,t) + £ui(e£, + s(t) -exs,t) + £2u2(sl; + s(t) -exs,t) +£3U3(££ + s(t) -£Xs,t) + ....
Taylor expansion around x = s ± 0 yields u£(x,t) ~ uQ(s±0,t)+£(£-xs)uOx(s±0,t) + 2^ (£ ^s) Uoxx (£ *^s) UOxxx +e(ui(s ± 0,t)+ e(£ -xs)ulx + ^e2(£ -xs)2uixx) +£2(u2(s ± 0, t) + e(£ -xs)u2x) + £3u3(s ± 0, t) + 0(e4). 
U3{Z,t) = u3(s ± 0,t) + (f -x0)u2x(s ± 0, t) -XiUix{s ± 0, t)
in the matching region. Note that the o(l)-terms are exponentially small, i.e., e-^'. We also need boundary conditions for the outer solution at the shock. The boundary conditions for «o are given by the Rankine-Hugoniot condition (3) with u -uo. No boundary conditions are needed for the upstream branch of u\ at x = s -0, since the flow is supersonic upstream and all characteristics go into the shock.
The boundary conditions at x = s+0 are achieved in the following way. Let and be points in the matching regions upstream and downstream of the shock, respectively. By integrating (1) The matching points move with the speed of the viscous shock layer; that is,
With the change of variable x -s(t) , . 
In (31) we have used that Uo converges to its boundary states exponentially fast. Hence, x^ can be replaced with ±oo with only introducing exponentially small errors.
Since uq satisfy the Rankine-Hugoniot condition by Assumption 2. In (32), w^j are the characteristic variables of «i(s + 0) going out of the shock, wf is the characteristic variable going into the shock, = diag(A^",A+), Sf is the eigenvector of J+ corresponding to the eigenvalue A+, and D is defined by (4) .
By the assumptions on uq and Uq, it follows that the forcing in (32) is a smooth function of t. Thus, one can show by standard methods, see [9] , that if g\ is smooth away from x = 0, then u\ and its derivatives are smooth except at x = s(t). Note that for the special case f u+ x > 0
the forcings in (32) and in (9), respectively, vanish since uqx = Uqxx = 0 and 1% = 0.
By standard energy estimates there is a constant K(T) such that for t G [0,T], IK lli2,![-<»,S(t)] + HUlllL.l[s(t),Oo] < -MTKIIffl I IL,! [-00,8(0] + llffllliail[.(t),00])-(34)
Condition (32) is the solvability condition for Eq. (18). Thus (18) has a smooth solution that approaches its limiting shape exponentially fast. A proof of this can be found in [10] . Since the forcing in (18) depends smoothly on t, so will U\.
The procedure can be continued. Boundary conditions for up, p > 2 at x = x+ are derived analogously by including higher order terms in e in the above derivation. These boundary conditions are the solvability conditions for the equations Up, p > 2. Smoothness follows as before.
The Approximate
Solution.
In this section we construct an approximate solution to Eq. (1) by matching truncated inner and outer solutions presented in the previous section. I(x,t) = U0( 1-xs(t),t) + eU\{ ha:s,t) e e oTr ,x -s(t) v oTr ,x -s(t) \ +E t/2( -1-Xs,t)+£ t/3( -h Xs,t) Xs{t) = X0 + £Xi (t) + £2X2(t) 0(x,t) = U0(x,t) + £Ui(x,t) + £2U2(x,t) + £3U3(x,t),
where Ui, i -0,1,2,3 satisfies (8)- (11), and Ut, i = 0,1,2,3 satisfies (17) (20), respectively. Also, the boundary conditions at x = and the matching conditions are fulfilled.
We introduce the approximate solution to (1), denoted v£, by v£(x, t) = m{X t) + (1 -m{X ^))0{x, t) + d{x, t),
where m(y) G Co°(R), 0 < m(y) < 1
Hence, 7 is a parameter that determines the rate of the switch between the inner and outer solution, that is, the width of the matching region. From the matching conditions (21) - (24), it follows that 7 G (f,l); see [5] . The term d(x,t) contains higher order corrections which will be determined below. The approximate solution, v£, satisfies
+£4(x2Ui + X1U2 + £X2U2 + x0U3 + ex 1U3 + e2x2U3)x} q3 = mt(I(x, t) -0(x, t)) -£mxx(I(x, t) -0(x, t))
Here f"(u)(v, w) and f"'(u) (v, v, v) 
supp(73 C {(x,t) : e7 < \x -s| < 2£7,0 < t < T} (M) = O^e*3-1)7 J = 0,1,2,3.
In (38) If p = 0 we suppress it.
For future reference we here present some estimates on d(x,t). Hence, 1 \\d(;i)\\i2 = ±=\\d(;t)\\L, <~j ||g(-,r)||Ladr.
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Now, by (36), (37), and (38), respectively,
To estimate dj and dxx we first estimate dx and dxx. By differentiation of Eq. (40) w.r.t. x and partial integration, it follows that |ll^lll2 < ~e\\dlx+1d\\l2 + \\dlx+1d\\2L2\\dl-\\\L, < -e\\dl-\\\2L2 1 = 1,2. W&M-Ml, = 0{e^2-1^) and since t = O(l), it holds that
Hence, lld(-.*)llia,2 < 0(£(77_1)/2).
We now proceed to estimate ||d(-, t)||£, • We let g(x,t) = (Aent)1^2 exp{-x2/(4et)} and G(x,t) = diag(g(x,t), g(x,t),g(x,t)).
The solution of (40) In this section we shall show that, in a given time interval 0 < t < T, the difference between the approximate solution, v£, that was defined in (35) and the solution u£ of (1) is small. In the remainder of the paper, we will denote any constant of O(l) by C.
We define w(x, t) as w(x, t) = uE{x, t) -v£(x, t).
It follows that w satisfies the equation
w(x, 0) = 0.
[ ' Here Q(v£,w) = f(u£) -f{v£) -f'(v£)w, which by the smoothness assumptions on / satisfies \Q\ < C|it)|2 and \QX\ < C|w||wx| for small w.
Below, we will use the stability results presented in [10] . However, to apply these results, the Jacobian in the second term in (51) should be evaluated along a traveling wave solution of (1). We will use </?o, the profile connecting u+ with u~ and moving with \F\ < C\d\, (53) |F«| <C(\d\ + \di\). 
The last inequality follows since 7 € (0.75,1).
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We expect the nonlinear problem to satisfy a similar estimate. Therefore we introduce the scaling w = Sw, F = SF, 6 = £47-2, 
Here Q(v£,6w) = S2Q(ve,w), since Q is essentially quadratic in w.
In [10] a corresponding nonlinear estimate is proved by considering the omitted terms, (Bw)x and Qs, as part of the forcing. It follows that we need to consider Jo \\Bw{-,t)\\\2 dt+ (jf ||Bw(-,i)\\Li idt)2 </3 \\w(;i)\\l2 Jdt,
The nonlinear term is estimated using its quadratic property and a Sobolev estimate for the maximum norm. From [10] we have the following theorem: The quantity 6 can be made sufficiently small by choosing e sufficiently small. The quantity /3 must also be sufficiently small. Therefore we make the following assumption: Assumption 5.3. The initial data of the zeroth order term, (12) , are constant states separated by a shock, that is f u+ for x > 0 5o z) = i -f ^ n (60) { u for x < 0.
By Assumption 2.2, u± together with s0 satisfies the Rankine-Hugoniot condition.
Clearly the zeroth order term, w0, will be the constant states connected by a shock moving with speed so, that is u+ for x > Sot u~ for x < sot.
It follows that the boundary condition for Ui at the shock is homogeneous. Thus ||ui||l2,i < Cai-(see (34)). Further, I(x,t) -ip0(X ^lS°^) + 0(e) 0(x,t) = u0(x,t) + su\ + 0(e2).
Since \d\ is bounded (see Lemma 4.1) and ipo approaches its limiting values exponentially, we have |f V^oloo ~t~ ^0x|oo -SC. Here C is independent of x,t, and e.
6. Conclusions. In this report we show that the solution of a slightly viscous conservation law can be approximated well by the first two terms in a matched asymptotic expansion.
We prove the results for cases where the solution is close to a traveling wave. If a result corresponding to Lemma 5.1 was available where the Jacobian is evaluated along some more general solution than a traveling wave, this restriction could probably be removed.
